Based on feedback we received when we published our GDPR resources and guidance, we have
amended and updated various documents.

Updates as of 23 May 2018:
•

Walker Registration Form
In addition to the editable PDF versions of the walker registration forms, we have now created
editable word versions. You can download these here.
For the version with the blank box for schemes to write their own consent statement, we’ve
changed the contact options so they also include post and phone - not just email. A number of
schemes requested this change, and the multiple contact options are all included on the in the 'add
new walker' form.

•

Volunteer Consent Form
This is also now available to download as an editable word document from this page.

•

Instructions for web and data administrators
This guidance document has been updated and now includes more detailed information about
using the new 'add new walker' form, and inputting the correct consent options depending on which
walker registration form you use. Download the revised version here.

•

Health Survey
The test survey we sent a link to last week (and the print version) did not ask about age or if the
walker has a long term illness, health problem or disability, as the old health questionnaire did. This
was an oversight, and these questions have been added back into the survey.
The print version of the survey has been edited to fit onto one double-sided bit of paper, and now
includes these questions which were missed out. You can download the updated print version of
the health survey here.

•

Health Walk Register
We have updated the health walk register, removing the final column which asked if a walker's
health condition had changed, as requesting this information is not GDPR compliant. You can
download the updated version in the leading a walk kit.

